Macquarie University - Museum of Ancient Cultures
Risk Assessment & Management Table
Below is a reference table for teachers to use when organising a visit to the Museum of Ancient Cultures (MAC) for an excursion. It is designed
to allow teachers to see areas we have identified as possible risks and suggests methods of management of these risks. Teachers can then choose
from the table what is relevant for their documentation to suit their school’s needs. Macquarie University as a public facility carries its own
extensive public liability insurance to cover people visiting, studying and working on the campus. It also has policies and procedures in place to
meet the requirements of OH&S legislation.
Area of Risk
Transport to and from
Mac Uni
Local Environment
Risks

Source of Risk
train, public bus system,
private bus system, private car
walking across campus roads,
paths or grassed areas from
drop off points
students getting lost on campus

Type of Risk
accident, breakdown,
congestion

teacher supervision

using stairs
using the lift

low banisters on the third floor
of the building
having morning tea/ lunch
break on the grassed area near
the MAC

Suggested Methods of Risk Management
teacher supervision; school mobile phone; student buddy system

Cuts; abrasions; insect
bites/stings; pollen, grass or
other allergies
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roll calls on campus before and after the beginning of the excursion;
continual teacher supervision; teacher/s down-load map of the campus
from the University's home page (www.mq.edu.au); any lost students to
ask for directions to the MAC or to the University Security Office
Walking in an orderly fashion and not running or pushing while under
teacher supervision
avoid students using the lift unless disabled since the lift has a small
capacity and is slow in its operation; if used, and there is a breakdown,
internal lift telephone connects to the University Security Office who in
turn call out the lift maintenance company; occupants are kept calm and
informed via the internal telephone
teacher supervision of student orderly conduct to keep students away from
the banisters and ensure that there is no running at all times
teacher supervision; for minor ailments use school's mobile First Aid kit,
or that of the MAC; for quick response to more serious medical conditions
or any social upheavals, there are direct phone lines to the University
Security Office or direct dial to outside authorities (ambulance, fire,
police) from a number of different points in the MAC Precinct; for
assessment of a medical situation there is access to University First Aid
officers, or quick referral to the on-campus doctors

Risks in the MAC
Precinct

Movement in the MAC
corridor areas
tripping over bags

teacher supervision, MAC staff supervision and instruction
teacher supervision, MAC staff supervision and instruction; students' bags
and equipment are stored safely along the corridor
teacher supervision, MAC staff supervision

theft or loss of bags/ other
equipment
students hurting themselves in
the classroom areas with
artefacts or furniture
dangers posed by glass display
cabinets in the MAC Display
area
fire, smoke, bomb threats
Campus Risks

teacher supervision, MAC staff supervision and instruction and imposition
of MAC rules of behaviour
teacher supervision, MAC staff supervision and instruction and imposition
of MAC rules of behaviour
response to alarms by following evacuation procedures under the
instruction of MAC staff and the supervision of teachers
MAC management to assess any planned threat, to negotiate a position
with the demonstrators (where possible ahead of the school’s visit) and
inform the school/ teachers of the situation for an advanced or on-the-spot
appraisal of the situation
MAC management to negotiate with the relevant union and come to an
agreed position about a booked school excursion; management to inform
the school/ teachers of the position (where possible ahead of the school’s
visit)
for major disasters students are under the instruction of teachers and
University staff in the first instance and the relevant State or Federal
authorities once Disaster Plans are in operation

Student demonstrations

Industrial strike action

Large scale risks
affecting the
University
environment

Earthquake

Air disaster

Depending on weather
conditions, the University
can be on the flight path
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for major disasters students are under the instruction of teachers and
University staff in the first instance and the relevant State or Federal
authorities once Disaster Plans are in operation

